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The adsorption of CO on Pt(111), (2 � 2) and (
p

3 � p3)R30� Sn/Pt(111) surface alloys has been studied
using temperature programmed desorption (TPD), low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and infrared
reflection adsorption spectroscopy (IRAS). The presence of Sn in the surface layer of Pt(111) reduces
the binding energy of CO by a few kcal/mol. IRAS data show two C–O stretching frequencies, �2100
and �1860 cm�1, corresponding to atop and bridge bonded species, respectively. Bridge bonded stretch-
ing frequencies are only observed for Pt(111) and (2 � 2) Sn/Pt(111) alloy surfaces. A slight coverage
dependence of the vibrational frequencies is observed for the three surfaces. High pressure IRAS exper-
iments over a broad temperature range show no indication of bridge bonded CO on any of the three sur-
faces. Direct CO adsorption on Sn sites is not observed over the measured temperature and pressure
ranges.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The wide use of bimetallic catalysts has motivated extensive
studies of well-defined surface alloys [1–3]. In particular, CO has
been widely studied on bimetallic platinum surfaces as a prototyp-
ical molecule to investigate the influence of site-blocking and elec-
tronic phenomena on reaction kinetics [4–9]. There is also special
interest in CO behavior as a poison and/or intermediate in the
mechanism of low temperature hydrocarbon oxidation [10–13].
The drive to better correlate the performance of bimetallic hetero-
geneous catalysts with ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) surface science
studies has lead to numerous high pressure surface studies on sin-
gle crystals [14–18]. This work presents results of high pressure
vibrational studies of CO on Sn/Pt(111) alloys to better understand
the so-called ‘‘pressure-gap”.

Sn/Pt(111) alloys are known to form two ordered surfaces,
(2 � 2) Sn/Pt(111) and (

p
3 � p3)R30� Sn/Pt(111) by vapor depo-

sition of Sn on Pt(111) single crystals followed by careful anneal-
ing under high vacuum conditions [5,19]. Low energy ion
scattering spectroscopy (LEISS) and depth profiling by Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy (AES) indicate this procedure yields surface al-
loys with Sn atoms localized to the top two surface layers [20].
Fig. 1 displays the proposed alloy surfaces and corresponding LEED
ll rights reserved.

: +1 323 341 4858.
).
patterns. Sn atoms protrude 0.02 nm above the surface-Pt plane for
both surfaces [21]. For the (2 � 2) structure, pure-Pt threefold sites
are present, but no adjacent pure-Pt threefold sites exist. All pure-
Pt threefold sites are eliminated in (

p
3 � p3)R30� structure. For

brevity throughout this paper, (2 � 2) Sn/Pt(111) and (
p

3 �p
3)R30� Sn/Pt(111) surface alloys will be referred as (2 � 2) andp
3 alloys, respectively.

The bonding and structure of CO on clean Pt(111) has been
well-studied by TPD and high resolution electron energy loss spec-
troscopy (HREELS). CO is chemisorbed perpendicular to the surface
with carbon bonding directly to metal atoms. CO initially populates
atop sites at low coverage and then populates bridges sites form a
c(4 � 2) structure at hCO = 0.5 (hCO is defined as the ratio of CO mol-
ecules to surface atoms) [22,23]. These results have been sup-
ported by density-functional theory (DFT) calculations [24,25].
Dense CO adlayers forming ‘‘linear domain-wall” c(

p
3 � 7) struc-

tures at hCO = 0.71 coverage have also been reported on Pt(111)
[26].

A thorough inspection of the CO adsorption on these alloy sur-
faces concluded that alloying with Sn causes only slight decreases
in the CO binding energy to the surface compared to Pt(111) [4].
At low temperatures (�100 K) and saturation coverage, CO was
found to chemisorb to atop and bridge sites on the Pt(111),
(2 � 2) and

p
3 surfaces. Xu et al. proved the existence of a modifier

precursor state and used this to explain how Sn influences CO
chemisorption kinetics in a manner other than that predicted by a
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Fig. 1. Schematics diagrams and corresponding LEED patterns of the two ordered
Sn/Pt(111) surface alloys that were investigated.
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simple site-blocking model [5]. Previous LEED studies report a
(2
p

3 � 2
p

3)R30� structure for CO adlayers at saturation coverage
on the (2 � 2) surface while no ordered CO adlayers were observed
on the

p
3 surface [4]. The same study utilized HREELS to observe

CO populating both atop and bridge sites for Pt(111), (2 � 2) andp
3 alloy surfaces at saturation coverage. Yet the limited resolution

of HREELS measurements leaves questions regarding the coordina-
tion of CO relative to Sn sites on surface alloys.

Recent surface studies and DFT calculations on the (111) sur-
face of bulk Pt3Sn alloys have provided valuable insight into the
activity of CO oxidation on Pt–Sn surfaces [27,28]. HREELS studies
by Dupont et al. [9] on the (2 � 2) Pt3Sn(111) bulk alloy surface
have found CO populating both atop and bridge sites similar to
the HREELS measurements on the (2 � 2) surface alloy [4]. High
pressure polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption
spectroscopy (PM-IRRAS) studies on Pt3Sn(111) bulk alloys ex-
posed to CO followed by O2 at room temperature found more effi-
cient CO desorption from the (

p
3 � p3)R30� surface than from the

(2 � 2) [18]. It is important to note that surface studies on bulk al-
loy must contend with segregation of Sn to the surface [29]. In con-
trast, the surface alloys studied in this work are extremely thin
(less than two monolayers) and are thought to be less susceptible
to surface segregation. Indeed an important advantage of studying
surface alloys over bulk alloy surfaces is the opportunity to exploit
Gibbsian surface segregation to achieve a desired surface rather
than fight against it [30].

In the present work we use infrared reflection adsorption spec-
troscopy (IRAS) to gain further insight on the interaction of CO on
two ordered Sn/Pt(111) surface alloys. The high resolution of infra-
red (IR) spectroscopy makes it well-suited to study the C–O
stretching modes of CO on Pt surfaces [31]. Care must be taken
when using IRAS to assign CO populations to atop, bridge, and
threefold hollow sites of Pt(111). Dynamic dipole–dipole coupling
in dense CO adlayers is known to influence IRAS spectra by ‘‘inten-
sity transfer” phenomena by which higher frequency bands gain
intensity at the expense of lower frequency bands [32]. Neverthe-
less, the high resolution of IRAS measurements should provide in-
sight into the interaction of CO and Sn on alloy surfaces.

Here we present IRAS studies at varying CO coverage on the
Pt(111) and two alloys surfaces at pressures ranging from 10�10

to 10 Torr. Despite background features in the high pressures IRAS
spectra, we can draw some conclusions on CO adsorption and
packing on the Pt(111), (2 � 2) and

p
3 surfaces.

2. Experimental methods

Experiments were performed in a stainless steel UHV chamber
equipped for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), low energy elec-
tron diffraction (LEED), temperature programmed desorption
(TPD) and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The
chamber had a base pressure of 2 � 10�10 Torr. The Pt(111) crystal
was resistively heated to 1200 K and cooled to 87 K by direct con-
tact of the copper block of the sample holder with liquid-nitrogen.
A chromel–alumel, type K thermocouple was spot welded directly
to the edge of the crystal. The Pt(111) surface was cleaned by cy-
cles of Ar+-ion sputtering with the sample held at 800 K followed
by exposure to 1 � 10�7-Torr of O2 at 800 K and annealing the crys-
tal at 1200 K for 10 s. The cleanliness and long-range order of the
surfaces were checked by AES and LEED.

TPD measurements were made using a UTI 100C quadrupole
mass spectrometer in line-of-sight with the sample surface and
using a linear heating rate of �4 K/s. The crystal was located at
2 mm in front of the entrance of a shielded aperture.

IRAS was carried out at a grazing incidence angle of 86� from the
surface normal. An Infinity� 60 M FTIR spectrometer and a medium-
band, liquid-nitrogen cooled, mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
detector was used for collecting the IR spectra. Typically, spectra
were taken at a spectrometer resolution of 4 cm�1 and by averaging
1000 scans taken over 8 min. Samples were dosed CO at 87 K and
then heated to desorb CO in a controlled fashion to study a range
of CO surface coverages. The samples were then allowed to cool
down for the acquisition of each spectrum. All of the spectra re-
ported were taken with the sample at a temperature of 87–90 K
and ratioed against the clean surface spectrum as a background.

CO (Matheson, 99.5%) was dosed using leak valves. The expo-
sures are given in units of Langmuir (1 L = 10�6 Torr s) uncorrected
for the dozer enhancement factor and ion gauge sensitivity. Adsor-
bate coverages in this paper are referenced to the Pt(111) surface
atom density, i.e., h = 1.0 corresponds to 1.505 � 1015 atoms/cm�2.

The (2 � 2) and
p

3 surfaces were prepared by evaporating Sn
on the clean Pt(111) crystal surface and subsequently annealing
the sample to 1000 K for 10 s. Depending on the initial deposited
Sn coverage, the annealed surface exhibited either (2 � 2) or
(
p

3 � p3)R30� LEED pattern [30].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. CO adsorption

TPD spectra of CO adsorption on the Pt(111) and the two alloy
surfaces for saturation coverage are displayed in Fig. 2. These re-
sults are in agreement with previous reports [4,33] presenting
broad desorption peaks for the three surfaces. Peaks shift to lower
temperatures with increasing Sn which indicates that the binding
energy of CO on the surface alloys is reduced by a few kcal/mol
compared to the Pt(111) surface. No evidence of dissociative CO
desorption was observed on any of the surfaces. A visible shoulder



Fig. 2. CO TPD spectra after CO adsorption on Pt(111) and two ordered Sn/Pt(111)
surface alloys at 100 K.

Fig. 3. IRAS spectra obtained for CO adsorbed on Pt(111) following CO exposure to
give saturation monolayer coverage at 90 K and then subsequently heating to
different temperatures. All spectra were obtained at 100 K. The indicated CO
coverages were obtained from separate TPD experiments carried out under
identical conditions.
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at higher temperatures for the Pt(111) surface may be due to a
large amount of defects on the original metal surface. The satura-
tion coverages for the Pt(111), (2 � 2) and (

p
3 � p3) surfaces

were found to be hCO = 0.68 ML, hCO = 0.65 ML and hCO = 0.53 ML,
respectively, in accordance with previous studies [4].

3.2. IRAS

CO adsorption on the surface alloys was studied at 90 K by IRAS.
Figs. 3–5 display the spectra for Pt(111), (2 � 2) alloy and

p
3 alloy

surfaces, respectively. Samples were dosed with CO at 87 K and
were resistively heated to the indicated temperature. Increasing
the temperature before desorption occurs increases the mobility
of the molecules allowing them to reorganize and adopt a more
stable structure. Thus the Pt(111) surface was heated to 300 K
(Fig. 3), the (2 � 2) alloy surface was heated to 280 K (Fig. 4) and
the
p

3 alloy surface was heated to 270 K (Fig. 5). This results in
absorption peaks that sharpen and shift slightly to higher frequen-
cies. On all surfaces we observe a minor coverage dependence of
the CO stretching frequency that shift to higher vibrational ener-
gies at higher coverages (lower temperatures). These coverage
dependent frequency shifts are generally attributed to a combina-
tion of neighboring dipole–dipole interactions and electrostatic
interactions with the substrate [34,35].

For the Pt(111) surface, two vibrational bands are observed for
saturation coverage at 1855 and 2104 cm�1 corresponding to
stretching modes of CO adsorbed in twofold bridge and in atop
sites, respectively [4,26,36–38]. Fig. 3 shows that the intensity of
bridge CO species decreases with reduced CO coverage (increasing
the sample temperature). The (2 � 2) alloy surface displays one
absorption peak at 2088 cm�1 for saturation coverage (Fig. 4). This
peak is assigned to the stretching of atop bonded CO molecule. No
peak corresponding to bridge CO species was observed at satura-
tion coverage. At 0.27 ML coverage a peak at 1870 cm�1 assigned
to bridge bonded CO clearly appears. In contrast, HREELS studies
have observed both atop and bridge site CO species at saturation
coverage on (2 � 2) surface alloys [4] and (2 � 2) Pt3Sn(111) bulk
alloy surfaces [9]. On the

p
3 alloy surface, only the CO atop bonded

stretching band is observed at 2080 cm�1 and no bridge bonded
peak is observed for any coverage (Fig. 5). This result is also con-
trary to what has been observed by HREELS [4] in which the bridge
site peak is visible for saturation coverage.

There is a notable shift of the CO atop bonded stretching band to
lower wavenumber with an increase of surface Sn as depicted in
Fig. 6a. Only the Pt(111) presents a populated bridge site, ex-
pressed as the appearance of a peak at 1855 cm�1 at this high cov-
erage. Conversely, for low coverages, the bridge sites are populated
only for the (2 � 2) alloy, manifested as the appearance of a peak at
�1870 cm�1 in Fig. 6b. Apparently CO never populates bridge sites
on the

p
3 surface alloy.

Our measurements of CO bridge site populations at saturation
coverage for the three surfaces differ from previous HREELS studies
on surface alloys [4] and bulk Pt3Sn(111) surfaces [9]. On the
Pt(111) surface, we observe that the intensity ratio of bridge to
atop peaks (�0.29) is far lower than those reported by Paffet
(�0.43). One could assign this discrepancy to a difference in
HREELS and IR selection rules arising from different absorption
cross-sections for photons and electrons. Alternatively the ob-
served bridges sites reported by Paffet et al. could be assigned to
CO adsorbed at defect sites. The procedures for alloy preparation
have improved over the past 10 years and thus the quality of the
alloy surfaces may be different. The condition of the alloys re-
ported in this paper was tested by butane TPD studies. The corre-
sponding desorption peaks indicated that the alloys were properly



Fig. 4. IRAS spectra for CO adlayers on (2 � 2) Sn/Pt(111) surface alloy following a
large CO exposure to give saturation monolayer coverage at 90 K and then
subsequently heating to different temperatures. All spectra were obtained at
100 K. The indicated CO coverages were obtained from separate TPD experiments
carried out under identical conditions.

Fig. 5. IRAS spectra for CO adlayers on (
p

3 � p3)R30� Sn/Pt(111) (2 � 2) surface
alloy following a large CO exposure to give a saturation monolayer coverage at 90 K
and then subsequently heating to different temperatures. All spectra were obtained
at 100 K. The indicated CO coverages were obtained from separate TPD experiments
carried out under identical conditions.
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prepared. In a similar study, Xu et al. observed no bridge bonded
CO on the ordered (

p
3 � p3)R30� Sn/Ni(111) surface alloys but

did observe bridge bonded CO on disordered alloy surfaces, sup-
porting the hypothesis that the bridge bonded CO can be observed
in defective surface alloys [6].

Another contribution the discrepancy between IRAS and
HREELS CO population assignments could lie in the reduced num-
ber of Pt sites on the alloy surfaces. The number of available Pt
binding sites on the (2 � 2) alloy is reduced by 25% relative to
the Pt(111) surface while the saturation CO coverage on the
(2 � 2) alloy is reduced by �5%. This ‘‘condensed” phase of chem-
isorbed CO on (2 � 2) alloys displayed a LEED pattern previously
denoted (2

p
3 � 2

p
3)R30� structure relative to the integral order

beams of Pt(111) at 100 K [4]. Fig. 11 displays a possible real space
structure of saturated CO adlayers on the (2 � 2) alloy that is con-
sistent with our LEED and IRAS studies. The proposed structure has
a CO coverage of 8/12 per unit cell (hCO = 0.66). The ratio of atop to
bridge species is 7:1 within this suggested unit cell on the (2 � 2)
alloy relative to the 1:1 for the c(4 � 2)-CO (hCO = 0.5) and 4:1 for
the c(

p
3 � 7)-CO (hCO = 0.71) [26]. The high ratio of atop to bridge

species in the proposed structure along with ‘‘intensity” transfer
associated with dynamic dipole–dipole coupling could account
for the lack of a IRAS peak corresponding to bridge coordinated
CO on the saturated (2 � 2) alloys surface.

CO interaction with Sn/Pt(111) alloys has been studied electro-
chemically by Tillmann et al. [39]. Though the particular ordering
of the Sn/Pt(111) bimetallic surface was not reported, there are
similarities with the present studies worth noting. In both studies,
the addition of Sn provoked a reduction of CO coverages as ob-
served by the reduction of the intensity of the IR absorption peaks.
For the bare Pt(111) surfaces a similar frequency shift to higher
wavenumbers with higher CO coverages was observed. The occu-
pation of CO bridge sites was significantly affected by the addition
of Sn as indicated by potential dependent changes in frequencies
and intensity of the bridge bonded CO.

It is interesting to note that we do not observe CO bonded to
threefold hollow sites on the Pt(111), (2 � 2) and (

p
3 � p3) sur-

faces. Electrochemical studies on Pt(111) and Pt(111)/Sn bimetal-
lic surfaces show that CO can populate threefold hollow sites on
Pt(111) by tuning the potential (�0 V vs. SCE) but never on the
Pt(111)/Sn bimetallic surface [37,39,40]. CO can also metastably
populate threefold hollow sites on the Pt(111) under UHV condi-
tions and at extremely low temperatures (20–50 K) [36,41]. In
the case of the electrochemical systems, excess surface charge
associated with low potentials increases electronic transfer from
the dp ? 2p* for metal-CO back bonding. This leads to the favoring
CO coordination with greater overlap between CO 2p* and metal
orbital, thus threefold hollow vs. atop CO coordination [38].

One can make simple arguments to account for the absence of
CO threefold hollow on alloy surfaces observed in this study. In
the case of

p
3 surfaces, there do not exist threefold hollow sites

comprised of only Pt atoms. In the case of the (2 � 2) surface alloy,
charge transfer from the Pt 5d to Sn 5p [42] results in reduced
overlap between the substrate and CO 2p* orbitals. It could be ar-
gued that this charge transfer on the (2 � 2) surface alloy favors CO
atop coordination with its greater overlap between 5r and sub-
strate orbitals.

3.3. High pressure studies

High pressure CO experiments were performed in the same
chamber for the three alloy surfaces. IR spectrums were taken both
at 300 and 90 K for CO pressures of 0.1, 1 and 10 Torr. Only atop site



Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of vibrational spectra for CO adlayers at (a) near-monolayer coverages obtained after large CO exposures and annealing to 300 K (0.68 ML), 280 K
(0.65 ML) and 270 K (0.53 ML) for Pt(111), (2 � 2) alloy and

p
3 alloy surfaces, respectively; (b) relatively low coverages obtained after annealing up to 420 K (0.24 ML), 360 K

(0.27 ML) and 350 K (0.21 ML) for Pt(111), (2 � 2) alloy and
p

3 alloy surfaces, respectively.

Fig. 7. In situ IRAS spectra of a Pt(111) surface in the presence of high pressures of
CO at 300 K. For comparison, the IRAS spectrum of saturation coverage CO on a
Pt(111) under UHV conditions (2 � 10�10 Torr) is shown at the bottom of the figure.
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occupancy was observed for the three surfaces at high pressure as
observed in Figs. 7–9 and just a low intensity bump could be as-
signed to bridge site adsorbed CO at frequencies of �1850–
1890 cm�1 for the Pt(111) surface. At 10 Torr, the gas CO molecules
absorption becomes important giving a very high background. The
CO gas absorption band frequencies are between 2050 and 2230 cm
�1. By comparison to the spectrum taken under UHV conditions at
same temperature, it can be seen that frequencies of atop site as-
signed peaks slightly red shift as pressure increases. It is also notice-
able that the intensity of peaks is comparable showing saturation
behavior. The absence of peaks at other frequencies indicates that
there is no direct CO bonding to Sn sites. Experiments performed
at 90 K show the same behavior. Comparison of high pressure IRAS
spectra of the three surfaces display similar features as those in
UHV conditions, see Fig. 10 contrasted to Fig. 6.

Simple Langmuir isotherm calculations were made in order to
test the possibility of CO adsorbing on Sn at high pressures. These
calculations are based on the derivation of the Langmuir isotherm
that balances the adsorption and desorption rates (Rads and Rdes,
respectively) at equilibrium.

h ¼ ðbPÞ1=n

1þ ðbPÞ1=n
� � ð1Þ

and

b ¼ r
2pmkT

expð�DHads=RTÞ � mNn
o ð2Þ

where h is the Langmuir definition for coverage, P is pressure, m is
molecular mass, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, r is a
steric factor, DHads is the adsorption enthalpy, No is the number of
adsorption sites per unit area, R is the gas constant, m is the Arrhe-
nius factor for desorption, and n = 1 for molecular adsorption.



Fig. 10. Comparison of vibrational spectra for high pressure CO at 300 K on Pt(111),
(2 � 2) alloy and

p
3 alloy surfaces.

Fig. 8. In situ IRAS spectra of a (2 � 2) alloy surface in the presence of high pressures
of CO at 300 K. For comparison, the IRAS spectrum of saturation coverage CO on a
Pt(111) under UHV conditions (2 � 10�10 Torr) is shown at the bottom of the figure.

Fig. 9. In situ IRAS spectra of a
p

3 alloy surface in the presence of high pressures of
CO at 300 K. For comparison, the IRAS spectrum of saturation coverage CO on a
Pt(111) under UHV conditions (2 � 10�10 Torr) is shown at the bottom of the figure.

Fig. 11. Proposed real space models of the (2
p

3 � 2
p

3)R30� CO overlayer for the
LEED pattern (2 � 2) alloy.
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These calculations predict that molecules with a DHads of 8 kcal/
mol or less will have h 6 0.01 at 100 K and 10 Torr. Furthermore,
molecules with a DHads of 16 kcal/mol or less will have h 6 0.01
at 200 K and 10 Torr. These values for temperature and pressure
correspond to the experimental parameters of our vibrational stud-
ies of CO adsorption on Sn/Pt(111) alloys. We thus conclude that
adsorption enthalpy on CO on Sn is less than 8 kcal/mol. It is inter-
esting to note that systems with DHads of 8 kcal/mol at 100 K and
764 Torr are predicted to have a h = 0.26. High pressure PM-IRRAS
studies of CO on bulk Pt3Sn(111) surfaces at room temperature
and 100 Torr observed only the peak corresponding to atop bonded
CO on platinum [18].

From the presented IRAS studies and Langmuir isotherm calcu-
lations we conclude that there is no direct CO bonding to Sn sites.
This conclusion is supported by several CO adsorption studies on
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Sn. Theoretical calculations, both DFT calculations for Pt3Sn [43]
and relativistic density-functional self-consistent field method on
Pt–Sn clusters [44], find that CO adsorbed on Pt but not on Sn.
Studies of silica supported Sn show no CO adsorption at 773 K
and 30 Torr [45]. Correlation between chemical titration of CO on
Pt3Sn single crystals and low energy ion scattering (LEIS) also sug-
gests selective adsorption of CO to Pt sites [46]. Finally, in situ FTIR
electrochemical studies on Pt3Sn and Pt–Sn electrodes also report
no CO adsorption on Sn [39,40].

4. Conclusion

Two ordered Sn/Pt(111) surface alloys with hSn = 0.25 and
0.33 ML were prepared by vapor deposition of Sn on Pt(111) sur-
face in a UHV chamber. CO adsorption on these surfaces and on
bare Pt(111) was studied by TPD and IRAS. Different occupations
of sites were observed for the three surfaces with the adsorption
on bridge site the most sensitive to the presence of Sn. Also, the
vibrational frequency of atop bonded CO is affected by the presence
of Sn, being shifted to lower energies as the amount of Sn increases.
Coverage dependence of the vibrational frequencies of adsorbed CO
was evident, shifting to higher energies as the coverage increase.
High pressures IRAS experiments at 300 K show no bridge bonded
CO on any of the surfaces and no CO adsorbed on pure Sn sites.
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